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FOREWORD
Summer, 2003
I grew up looking at the work of great photographers. Their images arrived in our
home in magazines and periodicals. Each week we anxiously waited to see what
was sure to be new and exciting. Those magical images were frozen in time. They
documented and archived great moments of our world and its history. They were
exciting, evocative, and memorable photographs.
But times change. With the onslaught of television, advertising, and ultimately the
wide-spread proliferation of digital imaging technologies, still images held less and
less significance for me personally. Over the past dozen years or so, I had progressively taken to the opinion that traditional photography had become irrelevant.
Not only had the craft of photography been lost, the very aesthetic of the photography that I knew seemed stagnant and stifled. Even worse, the descriptive
power of photography was diminished and the ability of a photograph to deliver
credible truth and emotional impact was in doubt.
In recent years, two events have changed that opinion.

9/11/01
The first was the events of September 11, 2001. In the earliest hours and days following the attacks, we feared that more than 20,000 individuals had died. At that
same time, New York was spontaneously wallpapered with photographs. They
were nearly everywhere you turned. At every corner. On every lamp post.
Plastered on the sides of buildings, bridges, and construction sites.
The pictures were of the thousands of missing husbands, wives, children,
brothers, sisters, and friends. They were posted by families and friends. They were
clearly the pictures that were within reach. They were taken directly from their
desks, mantles and, no doubt, refrigerator doors.
The images we saw on the streets were enlarged Xerox copies. They were black
and white. They were simple snapshots from parties, weddings, and backyard barbeques. Casual glimpses of the most innocent moments. Nothing formal, nothing
contrived, most certainly nothing professional. Yet these were some of the most
powerful images I have ever seen.
The impact of these photographs was staggering. Even haunting. Because the
images were posted along the normal commuting paths of the individuals,
depending on the path you chose to travel, you would encounter photographs of
different individuals. These were images of the people you would walk past
without a moment’s notice on a normal day in New York. They were no longer
anonymous commuters. They were frozen in place. Their names and addresses
printed clearly for us to see. Their families asking our help in finding them.

Suddenly we were not anonymous anymore. These were our neighbors. This was
the space we once shared and were still sharing. These were the missing and they
were presumed dead, but their photographs allowed them to linger in this world.
Through these images, at that moment, we had a last chance to learn their names
and understand more about them—and maybe even help. For a time and at an
extraordinary moment, New York was an open book.

PHOTOSHOP RESTORATION & RETOUCHING
Another, far more positive event occurred that also restored my opinion of the
value of still images. It began shortly after the publication of the first edition of
Photoshop Restoration & Retouching. It continues today.
I have all the faith in the world in Katrin Eismann. She is an exceptional
teacher—passionate, demanding, and inspiring. Nonetheless, I never anticipated
the ground swell of response that she would receive from her readers. They
pointed in a fresh and powerful way to the inherent meaning and value that a
photograph can represent.
The most impressive responses were not from professional photographers. They
were certainly not limited to digital imaging artists. The most surprising
responses were from the individuals who, for the first time, applied these new
skills to images they once thought ruined beyond repair. Their reaction was humbling and amazing.
Like the 9/11 images, most of the restored photographs were of family and
friends—loved ones both living and deceased. The passion these individuals felt
about salvaging and recovering these images was palpable. The joy they
expressed in once again having a precious image was equaled only by the personal
accomplishment they felt in restoring the image.
The stories the readers told and the images they sent were sometimes sad, at
other times hilarious. All were presented with pride, accomplishment, and appreciation. A wonderful and delightful response to a technical book directed at
intermediate users of Photoshop. A reminder to me that the relevance of an
image, like beauty, is most often determined by the eye of the beholder.
Today I am far more positive about photography because I have been reminded
of how much impact a simple image can have. And, in a world full of images, how
precious the smallest print can be.

THE AUTHOR
I know Katrin Eismann better than many people. The first time I heard her
speak was more than 10 years ago. She was defining unsharp masking to a
class at the Center for Creative Imaging. At that moment, I turned to the
guy next to me and told him, “I am going to marry her!” We were married
two years later.
Katrin is a classic over-achiever, and she takes everything seriously.
Everything. Fortunately, she has developed the ability to distill complex
software techniques into digestible, step-by-step screen captures. She does
this extremely well and it makes working through her books and her classes
a pleasure.
Katrin is extremely generous. She learned early on that no one individual
can master all the elements of the complex digital imaging systems.
Subsequently, Katrin has always included, referenced, and promoted other
imaging artists, teachers, and technicians. This is not common.
Katrin’s work with at CCI and with ThunderLizard conferences brought the
highest caliber presentations to thousands of avid Photoshop users and
photographers. Katrin’s insistence on the highest quality and the most upto-date content was always driven by her concern that her students or the
audience get what they paid for: valuable information presented patiently
and effectively.
To this day and with this book, the second edition of Photoshop Restoration
& Retouching, Katrin Eismann has again placed quality and value as the
highest priority. Every chapter has been reviewed, rewritten, and updated.
This is essentially a new book, with new images and many new techniques.
In this edition, Katrin is working with Doug Nelson, the creator of
RetouchPRO.com. Doug’s passion for image restoration is well documented. His involvement and his professionalism has ensured once again
that Photoshop Restoration & Retouching will inspire and educate. You should
expect nothing less. You will not be disappointed.
John McIntosh
Chair, Computer Art
School of VISUAL ARTS New York City

